
October 28, 2014 

 
Memorandum*concerning*the*

Roundtable*Discussion*on*the*proposed*Trinity*Western*
University*School*of*Law*

 
 
The Executive Committee of the Law Society of Nunavut is in the process of determining 
whether or not it will approve Trinity Western University’s application for the recognition of its 
proposed law school. We invite the Members of the Law Society of Nunavut to assist in our 
deliberation by providing their comments and suggestions at a Roundtable Discussion, to be 
held on Thursday December 4th.  
 
We are also soliciting written comments, which will be posted on our website prior to the 
event. Deadline for submission: Monday November 24th. Further details on the meeting and 
guidelines for participation are included at the end of this memorandum. 
 
 
Outline: 
 

1. Approval of law schools and national mobility 
2. Controversy over the approval of the Trinity Western University School of Law 
3. Responses to the approval of the Trinity Western University School of Law 
4. Status of discussions at the Law Society of Nunavut 
5. Annexes  

A. FLSC National Requirement 
B. Trinity Western University Community Covenant Agreement 
C. Resolution 1, LSN Annual General Meeting 2013-2014 
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1. Approval of law schools and national mobility 
 
As part of the mandate of the Law Society of Nunavut (LSN), the Executive Committee (the 
Executive) must “evaluate the academic qualifications of every applicant for admission”1 and is 
responsible for approving membership of qualified individuals who must, among other things, be 
“of good character, and [be] a graduate of a law school approved by the Executive.”2 Further, 
the LSN “may make rules prescribing the terms and conditions on which approval for admission 
as members or as students-at-law may be given, and the manner of proof of those terms and 
conditions.”3 
  
Canadian lawyers enjoy a great deal of mobility. A law license from one province or territory 
allows a lawyer to quite easily practice, on a permanent basis, in another jurisdiction. A 
consequence of mobility is that all law societies are actively working to harmonize education, 
admission, and discipline standards across the country, all under the framework of the 
Federation of Law Societies of Canada (FLSC).4 If a Canadian common law university degree 
were not portable from one province to another, the principles underlying mobility would be 
undermined. 
 
In 2010, the LSN, as a member of the FLSC, agreed on a uniform National Requirement that will 
come into effect in 2015.5 The National Requirement specifies the competencies and skills law 
graduates must attain, as well as the academic and learning resources that existing or 
prospective law schools must have in place.  
 
The law societies agreed to establish an FLSC committee that would ensure the fulfillment of 
the National Requirement. The Canadian Common Law Program Approval Committee (the 
Approval Committee) was established in February 2012 to review common law degree 
programs and make a final determination on their compliance with the National Requirement, 
which is then applied by the individual law societies.6 When the Approval Committee was set up, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Legal Profession Act, RSNWT (Nu) 1988, c L-2,  

16. (1) The Executive shall evaluate the academic qualifications of every applicant for admission as a member 
of the Society and may, in its discretion, administer a special examination to any applicant.  

(2) Notwithstanding anything in this Part, the Executive, where it considers that special circumstances so 
warrant with respect to any person, may waive or vary the requirements set out in paragraph 18(2)(a) or (b). 
S.Nu. 2004,c.9,s.3. 

2 Ibid at s 18. 
3 Ibid at s 8(1)(a). 
4 The Federation of Law Societies of Canada is the national coordinating body of the 14 provincial and territorial law 
societies. Since June 2014, the Council Member representing the Law Society of Nunavut is Scott L. Wheildon. 
5 See Annex A for a copy of the National Requirement, which was part of the FLSC Task Force on the Canadian 
Common Law Degree. 
6 The Approval Committee members are appointed by the Council of the Federation. Of the Committee’s seven 
members, four have regulatory experience in Canadian law societies and three are Deans at Canadian law faculties. 
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the law societies agreed to respect its determinations in order to avoid the duplication of work at 
the local level and to ensure consistency in the approval of law degrees across Canada (subject 
to the different legislation governing each law society). The evaluation criteria developed during 
this process did not anticipate the possibility of new private or faith-based law schools. 
 
 
2. Controversy over the approval of the Trinity Western University School of Law 
 
In 2012, the Approval Committee received an application from Trinity Western University (TWU) 
to assess whether its law school program, slated to open in 2016, will meet the National 
Requirement. TWU is a private institution in British Columbia associated with the Evangelical 
Free Church of Canada. TWU’s application generated controversy because the school requires 
all staff and students to sign a Community Covenant that contains a list of prohibited 
behaviours. Two provisions of the Covenant were especially contentious. The first is that which 
commits signers to abstain from “sexual intimacy that violates the sacredness of marriage 
between a man and a woman.”7 The second, under the heading of Healthy Sexuality, states that 
“according to the Bible, sexual intimacy is reserved for marriage between one man and one 
woman… as a means for marital intimacy and procreation.”8  
 
The Approval Committee granted preliminary approval to TWU’s proposal on December 16, 
2013, while raising some concerns related to the Covenant.9 The Government of British 
Columbia approved TWU’s law program on December 18, 2013.  
 
The controversy over the content of the Community Covenant is essentially a disagreement on 
how to weigh the Charter right to freedom of religion in relation to the right to equality, 
particularly with respect to sexual orientation and marital status. The Supreme Court of Canada 
pronounced on this issue in the context of TWU’s intention to establish a teacher’s college.10 
The Court allowed TWU to proceed despite a previously-existing Community Standards 
agreement prohibiting “homosexual behaviour,”11 concluding that neither right is absolute and 
generally, the proper place to draw the line is between belief and conduct with the freedom to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The Council appoints the Deans after receiving recommendations from the Council of Canadian Law Deans. The 
Approval Committee does not set policy nor does it have the authority to change its mandate or the content of the 
National Requirement. 
7 See Annex B, Trinity Western University, Community Covenant Agreement, at 3. 
8  Ibid at 4. 
9 In its decision, the Approval Committee raised concerns about the teaching of Ethics and Professionalism and the 
teaching of Public Law with respect to the Charter. It was satisfied by TWU’s proposed course outlines but recognized 
the tension between these subjects and sections of the Community Covenant. To ensure that the school is meeting 
national standards in these areas, the Approval Committee gave TWU additional annual reporting burdens. See the 
Canadian Common Law Approval Committee, Report on Trinity Western University’s Proposed School of Law 
Program (December 2013), online http://www.flsc.ca/_documents/ApprovalCommitteeFINAL.pdf at paras 48-52. 
10 Trinity Western University v. British Columbia College of Teachers [2001] 1 SCR 772, 2001 SCC 31.  
11 Ibid at para 4. 
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hold beliefs being broader than the freedom to act on them.12 Without evidence that teachers 
trained at TWU would foster discrimination in public schools, the Court concluded that the 
freedom of individuals to hold particular religious beliefs should be respected. The Court 
suggested that if a teacher in the public school system engaged in discriminatory conduct, he or 
she would be subject to disciplinary proceedings – thus circumscribing and reconciling the 
scope of the freedom of religion and equality rights that had come into conflict. 
 
 
3. Responses to the approval of the Trinity Western University School of Law 
 
Since it was not within the scope of the FSLC Approval Committee’s mandate to consider 
whether there were any public interest reasons why future graduates of TWU’s program should 
be denied access to law society bar admission programs, a Special Advisory Committee was 
created to provide guidance to law societies on the issue. Following a review of the law, 
including the 2001 SCC decision, it concluded that there was no public interest reason to 
exclude future graduates of TWU’s law program from acceptance to provincial bar admission 
programs.13  
 
Individual law societies have responded in various ways, based upon their particular legislative 
frameworks. British Columbia, Alberta, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and 
Saskatchewan have confirmed their acceptance of the TWU law school program. However, 
members of the BC Law Society held a special vote asking the Benchers to reconsider the issue 
and reject the application. Benchers of the Law Society of Upper Canada have declined to 
recognize TWU as an accredited law school unless it amends the Community Covenant so that 
it no longer discriminates, or exempts law students from signing it. The Law Society of Manitoba 
decided that the issue should be addressed on a national basis and has said it will not engage 
in a discussion about a local approval process at this time. Newfoundland has also decided to 
put the matter into abeyance. Quebec’s two societies, the Northwest Territories, and the Yukon 
appear to have taken no formal position to date.  However, the Northwest Territories did hold a 
member consultation on the matter in October 2014. 
 
In the meantime, TWU officials have commenced judicial review applications against the 
decisions in Ontario14 and Nova Scotia. A civil suit has been commenced by a Petitioner against 
the BC Minister of Advanced Education to challenge the Province’s December 2013 approval. 
TWU has said it will apply to be added as a Respondent to this litigation so that it has the 
opportunity to present arguments to the BC court. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 Ibid at para 36. 
13 A copy of the Special Advisory Committee’s report is available online at: 
http://www.flsc.ca/_documents/SpecialAdvisoryReportFinal.pdf. 
14 The hearing date for the TWU/Law Society of Upper Canada Judicial Review has been put over to the week of 
January 19, 2015 to allow for the filing of affidavits by LSUC, the filing of reply affidavits by the TWU, and cross-
examinations. 
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4. Status of discussions at the Law Society of Nunavut 
 
As indicated, the FLSC Approval Committee has, with some conditions, approved TWU’s law 
school program, having determined that the course content meets the necessary academic 
qualifications of the National Requirement. Notwithstanding this determination, the Executive of 
the LSN must still determine whether or not to approve the law school, pursuant to section 
18(1)(c) of the Legal Professions Act. The Executive must do so with the knowledge that, as a 
result of the Territorial Mobility Agreement, graduates of TWU’s law school program may, if 
already admitted to the bar of another law society, be eligible to practice in Nunavut.  
 
At the last LSN Annual General Meeting in May 2014, a Member put forth a motion to amend 
the Rules of the Law Society with respect to the approval of students-at-law.15 The changes 
would require the Executive to approve only of law schools with curriculums that substantially 
align with the National Requirement and that provide equal opportunity and non-discriminatory 
treatment. It would also require the Executive to revoke the approval of a previously-approved 
law school if it were to become aware of its failure to conform to these rules. The mover 
explained that the changes would only apply to student-at-law and would not affect practicing 
lawyers entering Nunavut through territorial or national mobility agreements. In the subsequent 
discussion, members asked questions related to the territorial and national implications of such 
an agreement as well as on its significance in terms of the Charter, the Nunavut Human Rights 
Act, and the rule of law. A motion was raised to put forward the question to the next AGM and 
was carried.  
 
Recognizing the considerable substantive and regulatory implications of this issue, the 
Executive is committed to having a public discussion with the membership to contribute to the 
development of its response to the TWU question. The discussion is open to all members.  
 

Roundtable discussion on the proposed Trinity Western University School of Law 
 
Date: Thursday December 4th  
 
Time: 5:15pm 
 
Venue: Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., Boardroom 
 
Deadline for submission of comments: Monday November 24th 

 
Please submit comments by email to miatta.gorvie@gmail.com. Please note that all 
submissions will be posted online on the LSN website. The discussion will proceed on the basis 
of written comments as well as interventions from members during the meeting. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 See Annex C for the complete text of the Resolution. 
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National Requirement

1. Definitions

In this standard,

a.   "bar admission program" refers to any bar admission program or licensing 

process operated under the auspices of a provincial or territorial law society 

leading to admission as a lawyer in a Canadian common law jurisdiction;

b.   "competency requirements" refers to the competency requirements, more fully 

described in section B, that each student must possess for entry to a bar 

admission program; and

c.   "law school" refers to any educational institution in Canada that has been 

granted the power to award an LLB. or J.D. degree by the appropriate 

provincial or territorial educational authority.

2. General Standard

An applicant for entry to a bar admission program ("the applicant") must satisfy the 

competency requirements by either,

a.  successful completion of an LL.B. or J.D. degree that has been accepted by 

the Federation of Law Societies of Canada ("the Federation”); or

b.   possessing a Certificate of Qualification from the Federation’s National  

Committee on Accreditation.

A.     Statement of Standard

B. Competency Requirements

1. Skills Competencies

The applicant must have demonstrated the following competencies:

1.1 Problem-Solving

In solving legal problems, the applicant must have demonstrated the ability to,

a.     identify relevant facts;

b.     identify legal, practical, and policy issues and conduct the necessary research 

arising from those issues;

c.     analyze the results of research;
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d.     apply the law to the facts; and

e.     identify and evaluate the appropriateness of alternatives for resolution of the 
issue or dispute.

1.2       Legal Research 

  The applicant must have demonstrated the ability to,

a.     identify legal issues;

b.     select sources and methods and conduct legal research relevant to Canadian 
law;

c.     use techniques of legal reasoning and argument, such as case analysis and 

statutory interpretation, to analyze legal issues;

d.     identify, interpret and apply results of research; and 

e.     effectively communicate the results of research.

1.3       Oral and Written Legal Communication

  The applicant must have demonstrated the ability to,

a.     communicate clearly in the English or French language;

b.     identify the purpose of the proposed communication;

c.     use correct grammar, spelling and language suitable to the purpose of the 

communication and for its intended audience; and

d.     effectively formulate and present well reasoned and accurate legal argument, 

analysis, advice or submissions.

National Requirement

2.         Ethics and Professionalism

The applicant must have demonstrated an awareness and understanding 

of the ethical requirements for the practice of law in Canada, including,

a.     the duty to communicate with civility;

b.     the ability to identify and address ethical dilemmas in a legal context;

c.     familiarity with the general principles of ethics and professionalism applying to 

the practice of law in Canada, including those related to,

i.    circumstances that give rise to ethical problems;

ii.      the fiduciary nature of the lawyer's relationship with the client;

iii.     conflicts of interest;

iv.     duties to the administration of justice;
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v.    duties relating to confidentiality and disclosure;

vi.    an awareness of the importance of professionalism in dealing with clients, 

other counsel, judges, court staff and members of the public; and

vii.    the importance and value of serving and promoting the public interest in the 

administration of justice.

National Requirement

3. Substantive Legal Knowledge

The applicant must have undertaken a sufficiently comprehensive program of 

study to obtain an understanding of the complexity of the law and the 

interrelationship between different areas of legal knowledge. In the course of this 

program of study the applicant must have demonstrated a general understanding 

of the core legal concepts applicable to the practice of law in Canada, including 

as a minimum the following areas:

3.1 Foundations of Law

            The applicant must have an understanding of the foundations of law, including,

a.     principles of common law and equity;

b.     the process of statutory construction and analysis; and

c.     the administration of the law in Canada.

3.2 Public Law of Canada

The applicant must have an understanding of the core principles of public law in 

Canada, including,

a.     the constitutional law of Canada, including federalism and the distribution of 
legislative powers, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, human rights principles 
and the rights of Aboriginal peoples of Canada;

b.     Canadian criminal law; and 

c.     the principles of Canadian administrative law.

3.3 Private Law Principles

The applicant must demonstrate an understanding of the foundational legal 

principles that apply to private relationships, including,

a.     contracts, torts and property law; and

b.     legal and fiduciary concepts in commercial relationships.
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National Requirement

C.     Approved Canadian Law Degree

The Federation will accept an LL.B. or J.D. degree from a Canadian law school as 

meeting the competency requirements if the law school offers an academic and 

professional legal education that will prepare the student for entry to a bar 

admission program and the law school meets the following criteria:

1.          Academic Program:

1.1        The law school's academic program for the study of law consists of three 

academic years or its equivalent in course credits.

1.2       The course of study consists primarily of in-person instruction and learning 

and/or instruction and learning that involves direct interaction between 

instructor and students.

1.3       Holders of the degree have met the competency requirements. 

1.4       The academic program includes instruction in ethics and professionalism in 

a course dedicated to those subjects and addressing the required 

competencies.

1.5       Subject to special circumstances, the admission requirements for the law 

school include, at a minimum, successful completion of two years of post-

secondary education at a recognized university or CEGEP.

2.         Learning Resources:

2.1       The law school is adequately resourced to enable it to meet its objectives, 

and in particular, has appropriate numbers of properly qualified academic 

staff to meet the needs of the academic program.

2.2        The law school has adequate physical resources for both faculty and 

students to permit effective student learning.

2.3        The law school has adequate information and communication technology 

to support its academic program.

2.4        The law school maintains a law library in electronic and/or paper form that 

provides services and collections sufficient in quality and quantity to permit 

the law school to foster and attain its teaching, learning and research 

objectives.
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)%/4(/5@/(!)8F!#
!

!! .35)'@+)/!$%&'()'+,!@'&)3/(*!(3.%!+(!58@/*!782*!=/+./*!=+)'/,./*!G',-,/((*!988-,/((*!
6+')%635,/((*!9/,)5/,/((*!(/56".8,)&85*!.84=+(('8,*!%34'5')2*!68&9'@/,/((*!
=/+./4+G',9*!4/&.2!+,-!73()'./H!

!! 5'@/!/B/4=5+&2!5'@/(!.%+&+.)/&'0/-!12!%8,/()2*!.'@'5')2*!)&3)%635,/((*!9/,/&8(')2!
+,-!',)/9&')2I!

!! .8443,'.+)/!',!A+2(!)%+)!13'5-!8)%/&(!3=*!+..8&-',9!)8!)%/'&!,//-(*!68&!)%/!1/,/6')!
86!+55J!

!! )&/+)!+55!=/&(8,(!A')%!&/(=/.)!+,-!-'9,')2*!+,-!3=%85-!)%/'&!K8-"9'@/,!A8&)%!6&84!
.8,./=)'8,!)8!-/+)%L!

!! 1/!&/(=8,('15/!.')'0/,(!18)%!58.+552!+,-!9581+552!A%8!&/(=/.)!+3)%8&')'/(*!(314')!
)8!)%/!5+A(!86!)%'(!.83,)&2*!+,-!.8,)&'13)/!)8!)%/!A/56+&/!86!.&/+)'8,!+,-!(8.'/)2MN!

!! 81(/&@/!48-/()2*!=3&')2!+,-!+==&8=&'+)/!',)'4+.2!',!+55!&/5+)'8,(%'=(*!&/(/&@/!
(/B3+5!/B=&/(('8,(!86!',)'4+.2!68&!4+&&'+9/*!+,-!A')%',!4+&&'+9/!)+G/!/@/&2!
&/+(8,+15/!()/=!)8!&/(85@/!.8,65'.)!+,-!+@8'-!-'@8&./MM!

!! /B/&.'(/!.+&/635!73-94/,)!',!+55!5'6/()25/!.%8'./(*!+,-!)+G/!&/(=8,('1'5')2!68&!
=/&(8,+5!.%8'./(!+,-!)%/'&!'4=+.)!8,!8)%/&(M#!

!! /,.83&+9/!+,-!(3==8&)!8)%/&!4/41/&(!86!)%/!.8443,')2!',!)%/'&!=3&(3')!86!)%/(/!
@+53/(!+,-!'-/+5(*!A%'5/!/B)/,-',9!68&9'@/,/((*!+..83,)+1'5')2*!&/()8&+)'8,*!+,-!
%/+5',9!)8!8,/!+,8)%/&:MO!

!!
P,!G//=',9!A')%!1'15'.+5!+,-!<>?!'-/+5(*!.8443,')2!4/41/&(!@853,)+&'52!+1()+',!6&84!
)%/!68558A',9!+.)'8,(F!!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
;!E+))%/A!##FOI";NQ!M!R/)/&!CFCQ!S84+,(!MOFJ"MNQ!M!T8%,!;FI"MNQ!R%'5'=='+,(!#FM"CQ!M!$8&',)%'+,(!M#FOM1"MOFJ+Q!S84+,(!M#FM"O*!L"
MNQ!T8%,!MCFM#"MO*!MIQ!M!T8%,!OFMN"MM*!M;"MHQ!U=%/('+,(!CFM"#*#M:!
C!V&84!<>?W(!XU,@'('8,!)%/!$/,)3&2Y!Z)&+)/9'.!['&/.)'8,(![8.34/,)*!=!C!\XU,-(Y]:!!!
H!K+5+)'+,(!CF##"#;Q!$858(('+,(!OFM#"MIQ!P(+'+%!CJFH"JQ!E'.+%!HFJ:!
I!R&8@/&1(!M#FMLQ!$858(('+,(!OFLQ!U=%/('+,(!;F#CQ!^/@')'.3(!MLFMMQ!UB8-3(!#NFMHQ!E+))%/A!CFOO"OI:!
J!U=%/('+,(!;F#LQ!R&8@/&1(!#CFMMQ!M!<%/((+58,'+,(!CFMM:!
L!K/,/('(!MF#I"#JQ!R(+54!MOLFMO"MHQ!E+))%/A!MLFM;Q!R&8@/&1(!#OF##:!
MN!S84+,(!MOFM"IQ!M!R/)/&!#FMO"MIQ!K/,/('(!MF#JQ!R(+54!JFC"JQ!#!<%/((+58,'+,(!OFH"L:!
MM!K/,/('(!#F#;Q!UB8-3(!#NFM;*MIQ!M!$8&',)%'+,(!IF#"CQ!_/1&/A(!MOF;Q!R&8@/&1(!CFMC"MLQ!E+))%/A!MLF;"HQ!E+5+.%'!#FMHQ!E+))%/A!
CFO#:!
M#!R&8@/&1(!;F#N"#IQ!S84+,(!M;FMO*MLQ!M!$8&',)%'+,(!JFL*M#"MO*!MNF#O"#;Q!U=%/('+,(!CFMC"MH:!
MO!T+4/(!CFMHQ!T3-/!#N"#OQ!S84+,(!M#FM;"#MQ!M!$8&',)%'+,(!MOFCQ!$858(('+,(!OFMO:!
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! "!#!"!

!! $%&&'()$*+)%(!+,*+!)-!./-+0'$+)1/!+%!234!$%&&'()+5!6)7/!*(.!)(+/089/0-%(*6!
0/6*+)%(-,)9-:!)($6'.)(;!;%--)9:!-6*(./0:!1'6;*0<%=-$/(/!6*(;'*;/:!*(.!90/>'.)$/?@!

!! ,*0*--&/(+!%0!*(5!7%0&!%7!1/0=*6!%0!9,5-)$*6!)(+)&).*+)%(:!)($6'.)(;!,*A)(;!
!! 65)(;:!$,/*+)(;:!%0!%+,/0!7%0&-!%7!.)-,%(/-+5!)($6'.)(;!96*;)*0)-&!
!! -+/*6)(;:!&)-'-)(;!%0!./-+0%5)(;!90%9/0+5!=/6%(;)(;!+%!%+,/0-?B!!
!! -/C'*6!)(+)&*$5!+,*+!1)%6*+/-!+,/!-*$0/.(/--!%7!&*00)*;/!=/+D//(!*!&*(!*(.!*!
D%&*(?E!

!! +,/!'-/!%7!&*+/0)*6-!+,*+!*0/!./;0*.)(;:!./,'&*()A)(;:!/C96%)+)1/:!,*+/7'6:!%0!
;0*+')+%'-65!1)%6/(+:!)($6'.)(;:!='+!(%+!6)&)+/.!+%!9%0(%;0*9,5!

!! .0'(F/((/--:!'(./0"*;/!$%(-'&9+)%(!%7!*6$%,%6:!+,/!'-/!%0!9%--/--)%(!%7!)66/;*6!
.0';-:!*(.!+,/!&)-'-/!%0!*='-/!%7!-'=-+*($/-!)($6'.)(;!90/-$0)=/.!.0';-!

!! +,/!'-/!%0!9%--/--)%(!%7!*6$%,%6!%(!$*&9'-:!%0!*+!*(5!234!-9%(-%0/.!/1/(+:!*(.!
+,/!'-/!%7!+%=*$$%!%(!$*&9'-!%0!*+!*(5!234!-9%(-%0/.!/1/(+G!

!
"#!$%&'(!)*%!+'%&),-!./(0&%12&13!'14!5&1(/3/6/37!
!

H!,/);,+/(/.!6/1/6!%7!.)-$/0(&/(+!*(.!-/(-)+)1)+5!)-!*990%90)*+/!D)+,)(!*!I,0)-+)*(!
/.'$*+)%(*6!$%&&'()+5!-'$,!*-!234G!J(!%0./0!+%!7%-+/0!+,/!F)(.!%7!$*&9'-!*+&%-9,/0/!
&%-+!$%(.'$)1/!+%!'()1/0-)+5!/(.-:!+,)-!$%1/(*(+!=%+,!)./(+)7)/-!9*0+)$'6*0!I,0)-+)*(!
-+*(.*0.-!*(.!0/$%;()A/-!./;0//-!%7!6*+)+'./!7%0!)(.)1).'*6!70//.%&G!20'/!70//.%&!)-!(%+!
+,/!70//.%&!+%!.%!*-!%(/!96/*-/-:!='+!0*+,/0!/&9%D/0&/(+!+%!.%!D,*+!)-!=/-+G?K!234!
0/>/$+-!6/;*6)-&-!+,*+!&)-+*F/(65!)./(+)75!$/0+*)(!$'6+'0*6!90*$+)$/-!*-!=)=6)$*6!)&9/0*+)1/-:!
%0!+,*+!/&9,*-)A/!%'+D*0.!$%(.'$+!*-!+,/!&/*-'0/!%7!;/(')(/!I,0)-+)*(!&*+'0)+5!*9*0+!
70%&!)(D*0.!+,%';,+-!*(.!&%+)1*+)%(-G!J(!*66!0/-9/$+-:!+,/!234!$%&&'()+5!/C9/$+-!)+-!
&/&=/0-!+%!/C/0$)-/!D)-/!./$)-)%("&*F)(;!*$$%0.)(;!+%!=)=6)$*6!90)($)96/-:!$*0/7'665!
*$$%'(+)(;!7%0!/*$,!)(.)1).'*6L-!$*9*=)6)+)/-:!1'6(/0*=)6)+)/-:!*(.!1*6'/-:!*(.!$%(-)./0)(;!
+,/!$%(-/M'/($/-!%7!+,%-/!$,%)$/-!+%!,/*6+,!*(.!$,*0*$+/0:!-%$)*6!0/6*+)%(-,)9-:!*(.!N%.L-!
9'09%-/-!)(!+,/!D%06.G!!
!
234!)-!$%&&)++/.!+%!*--)-+)(;!&/&=/0-!D,%!./-)0/!+%!7*$/!.)77)$'6+)/-!%0!%1/0$%&/!+,/!
$%(-/M'/($/-!%7!9%%0!9/0-%(*6!$,%)$/-!=5!90%1).)(;!0/*-%(*=6/!$*0/:!0/-%'0$/-:!*(.!
/(1)0%(&/(+-!7%0!-*7/!*(.!&/*()(;7'6!.)*6%;'/G!234!0/-/01/-!+,/!0);,+!+%!M'/-+)%(:!
$,*66/(;/!%0!.)-$)96)(/!*(5!&/&=/0!)(!0/-9%(-/!+%!*$+)%(-!+,*+!)&9*$+!9/0-%(*6!%0!-%$)*6!
D/67*0/G!
!
! !"#$%&'(%)*#+&"'&,-$%)$-./0&1$!
%

2,/!4()1/0-)+5!)-!$%&&)++/.!+%!90%&%+)(;!*(.!-'99%0+)(;!,*=)+-!%7!,/*6+,5!-/67"$*0/!)(!
*66!)+-!&/&=/0-:!0/$%;()A)(;!+,*+!/*$,!)(.)1).'*6L-!*$+)%(-!$*(!,*1/!*!$'&'6*+)1/!)&9*$+!
%(!+,/!/(+)0/!$%&&'()+5G!234!/($%'0*;/-!)+-!&/&=/0-!+%!9'0-'/!*(.!90%&%+/O!
-'-+*)(*=6/!9*++/0(-!%7!-6//9:!/*+)(;:!/C/0$)-/:!*(.!90/1/(+*+)1/!,/*6+,P!*-!D/66!*-!
-'-+*)(*=6/!0,5+,&-!%7!-%6)+'./!*(.!$%&&'()+5:!9/0-%(*6!-9)0)+'*6!.)-$)96)(/-:!$,*9/6!*(.!
6%$*6!$,'0$,!9*0+)$)9*+)%(:?Q!D%0F:!-+'.5!*(.!0/$0/*+)%(:!-/01)$/!*(.!0/-+G!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
?@!I%6%--)*(-!#OQP!R9,/-)*(-!@O#?G!
?B!RC%.'-!STO?BP!R9,/-)*(-!@OSQG!
?E!U%&*(-!?OSE"SKP!V0%1/0=-!EOS#"#BG!
?K!N*6*+)*(-!BO?:?#P!U%&*(-!QO?"@P!?!V/+/0!SO?EG!
?Q!R9,/-)*(-!BO?W"STP!I%6%--)*(-!#O?B"?EP!X/=0/D-!?TOSBG!
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! "!#!"!

!!
!"#$%&'()"*+#$,%'(

(

$%&'(%!)*+%!,-./-)-+*/0!+1*((%/.%,!-/!'2*+0-+-/.!3-3(-+*(!,%45*(!1%*(01!6-01-/!*!1-.1(7!
,%45*(-8%9!+5(052%:!;!3-3(-+*(!<-%6!&)!,%45*(-07!1&(9,!01*0!*!'%2,&/=,!9%+-,-&/,!2%.*29-/.!
1-,!&2!1%2!3&97!*2%!'17,-+*((7>!,'-2-05*((7!*/9!%?&0-&/*((7!-/,%'*2*3(%:!!@5+1!9%+-,-&/,!
*))%+0!*!'%2,&/=,!*3-(-07!0&!(-<%!&50!A&9=,!-/0%/0-&/!)&2!61&(%/%,,!-/!2%(*0-&/,1-'!0&!A&9>!
0&!&/%=,!B)5052%C!,'&5,%>!0&!&01%2,!-/!01%!+&??5/-07>!*/9!0&!&/%,%():DE!F5201%2>!*++&29-/.!
0&!01%!G-3(%>!,%45*(!-/0-?*+7!-,!2%,%2<%9!)&2!?*22-*.%!3%06%%/!&/%!?*/!*/9!&/%!6&?*/>!
*/9!6-01-/!01*0!?*22-*.%!3&/9!-0!-,!A&9=,!-/0%/0-&/!01*0!-0!3%!%/H&7%9!*,!*!?%*/,!)&2!
?*2-0*(!-/0-?*+7!*/9!'2&+2%*0-&/:IJ!K&/&52-/.!*/9!5'1&(9-/.!01%,%!'2-/+-'(%,>!?%?3%2,!
&)!01%!LMN!+&??5/-07!,02-<%!)&2!'52-07!&)!01&5.10!*/9!2%(*0-&/,1-'>ID!2%,'%+0)5(!
?&9%,07>II!'%2,&/*(!2%,'&/,-3-(-07!)&2!*+0-&/,!0*O%/>!*/9!*<&-9*/+%!&)!+&/0%40,!61%2%!
0%?'0*0-&/!0&!+&?'2&?-,%!6&5(9!3%!'*20-+5(*2(7!,02&/.:IP!!

!!
-.+/01(2$34&4$(#56(748#334((

(

L1%!5,%!&)!-((%.*(!925.,!-,!37!9%)-/-0-&/!-((-+-0:!L1%!*35,%!&)!(%.*(!925.,!1*,!3%%/!,1&6/!
0&!3%!'17,-+*((7!*/9!,&+-*((7!9%,025+0-<%>!%,'%+-*((7!-/!-0,!'&0%/0-*(!)&2!)&2?-/.!(-)%"
9%,02&7-/.!*99-+0-&/,:!F&2!01%,%!2%*,&/,>!LMN!?%?3%2,!<&(5/0*2-(7!*3,0*-/!)2&?!01%!5,%!
&)!-((%.*(!925.,!*/9!01%!*35,%!&)!(%.*(!925.,!*0!*((!0-?%,:!!
!
L1%!9%+-,-&/!61%01%2!&2!/&0!0&!+&/,5?%!*(+&1&(!&2!5,%!0&3*++&!-,!?&2%!+&?'(%4:!L1%!
G-3(%!*((&6,!)&2!01%!%/H&7?%/0!&)!*(+&1&(!-/!?&9%2*0-&/>I#!350!-0!*(,&!,02&/.(7!6*2/,!
*.*-/,0!925/O%//%,,!*/9!*99-+0-&/>!61-+1!&<%2'&6%2,!6-,%!*/9!2%*,&/*3(%!3%1*<-&52!*/9!
1-/9%2,!'%2,&/*(!9%<%(&'?%/0:IQ!L1%!G-3(%!+&??%/9,!(%*9%2,!61&!*3,0*-/%9!)2&?>!&2!
6%2%!/&0!*99-+0%9!0&>!*(+&1&(:IR!;(+&1&(!*35,%!1*,!?*/7!(&/."(*,0-/.!/%.*0-<%!'17,-+*(>!
,&+-*(!*/9!*+*9%?-+!+&/,%S5%/+%,:!L1%!G-3(%!1*,!/&!9-2%+0!-/,025+0-&/,!2%.*29-/.!01%!5,%!
&)!0&3*++&>!01&5.1!?*/7!3-3(-+*(!'2-/+-'(%,!2%.*29-/.!,0%6*29,1-'!&)!01%!3&97!&))%2!
.5-9*/+%:!L&3*++&!-,!+(%*2(7!1*8*29&5,!0&!01%!1%*(01!&)!3&01!5,%2,!*/9!37,0*/9%2,:!T*/7!
'%&'(%!*<&-9!*(+&1&(!*/9U&2!0&3*++&!*,!*!?*00%2!&)!+&/,+-%/+%>!'%2,&/*(!1%*(01>!&2!-/!
2%,'&/,%!0&!*/!*99-+0-&/:!M-01!01%,%!+&/+%2/,!-/!?-/9>!LMN!?%?3%2,!6-((!%4%2+-,%!
+*2%)5(!9-,+2%0-&/>!,%/,-0-<-07!0&!&01%2,=!+&/,+-%/+%U'2-/+-'(%,>!?&9%2*0-&/>!+&?'*,,-&/>!
*/9!?505*(!2%,'&/,-3-(-07:!V/!*99-0-&/>!LMN!,02&/.(7!9-,+&52*.%,!'*20-+-'*0-&/!-/!%<%/0,!
61%2%!01%!'2-?*27!'52'&,%!-,!01%!%4+%,,-<%!+&/,5?'0-&/!&)!*(+&1&(:(
(
( 95%".%#,5:"5%!
(

M1%/!+&/,-9%2-/.!01%!?72-*9!&)!%/0%20*-/?%/0!&'0-&/,!*<*-(*3(%>!-/+(59-/.!'2-/0!?%9-*>!
0%(%<-,-&/>!)-(?>!?5,-+>!<-9%&!.*?%,>!01%!-/0%2/%0>!01%*02%>!+&/+%20,>!,&+-*(!9*/+-/.>!+(53,>!
,'&20,>!2%+2%*0-&/>!*/9!.*?3(-/.>!LMN!%4'%+0,!-0,!?%?3%2,!0&!?*O%!'%2,&/*(!+1&-+%,!
*++&29-/.!0&!3-3(-+*(!'2-&2-0-%,>!*/9!6-01!+*2%)5(!+&/,-9%2*0-&/!)&2!01%!-??%9-*0%!*/9!
(&/."0%2?!-?'*+0!&/!&/%=,!&6/!6%(("3%-/.>!01%!6%(("3%-/.!&)!&01%2,>!*/9!01%!6%(("3%-/.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
DE!D!W&2-/01-*/,!RXDY"DE:!
IJ!A%/%,-,!IXI#Z![4&95,!IJXD#>D\Z!D!W&2-/01-*/,!\XI"QZ!K%32%6,!DPX#Z!$2&<%23,!QXDQ"DEZ!T*001%6!DEX#"R:!
ID!T*001%6!QXI\"IYZ!D!L-?&017!QXD"IZ!D!L1%,,*(&/-*/,!#XP"YZ!]&3!PDXD"#Z!$,*(?!DJDXI"P:!
II!D!$%0%2!PXP"#Z!D!L-?&017!IXE"DJ!
IP!D!W&2-/01-*/,!RXDYZ!DJXDPZ!I!L-?&017!IXIIZ!]*?%,!#X\:!
I#!^%50%2&/&?7!\XDP>!DDXD#>!$,*(?!DJ#XDQZ!$2&<%23,!PXDJZ!V,*-*1!IQXRZ!]&1/!IX\"DDZ!D!L-?&017!QXIP:!
IQ!A%/%,-,!EXIJ"IDZ!$2&<%23,!IJXDZ!PDX#Z!V,*-*1!QXDDZ!K*3*OO5O!IX#"QZ!['1%,-*/,!QXDY:!
IR!^*/-%(!DXY>!DJXPZ!_5O%!DXDQZ!D!L-?&017!PXP>YZ!L-05,!IXP:!
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! "!#!"!

$%!&'(!)*+,(-.+&/0!1*&(-&2+*3(*&!4'$+4(.!.'$567!8(!95+7(7!8/!&'(!:5-.5+&!$%!24&+,+&+(.!&'2&!
2-(!(7+%/+*9;!8(*(%+4+26!2*7!4$*.&-54&+,(;!2*7!8/!2!:-(%(-(*4(!%$-!&'$.(!&'+*9.!&'2&!2-(!
<&-5(;!*$86(;!-+9'&;!:5-(;!6$,(6/;!273+-286(;!(=4(66(*&;!2*7!:-2+.(>$-&'/;?@A!-(4$9*+B+*9!
&'2&!&-5&'!2*7!8(25&/!2::(2-!+*!32*/!7+%%(-+*9!%$-3.;!32/!8(!7+.95+.(7;!2*7!32/!8(!.((*!
+*!7+%%(-(*&!>2/.!8/!7+%%(-(*&!:($:6(0!
!
!"#$%&&'(&)*(#+*,#-..%/*(+0'1'(2##!
C'+.!4$,(*2*&!2::6+(.!&$!266!3(38(-.!$%!&'(!CD)!4$335*+&/;!&'2&!+.;!273+*+.&-2&$-.;!
%2456&/!2*7!.&2%%!(3:6$/(7!8/!CD)!2*7!+&.!2%%+6+2&(.;!2*7!.&57(*&.!(*-$66(7!2&!CD)!$-!
2*/!2%%+6+2&(!:-$9-230!!)*6(..!.:(4+%+4266/!.&2&(7!$&'(->+.(;!(=:(4&2&+$*.!$%!&'+.!4$,(*2*&!
2::6/!&$!8$&'!$*!2*7!$%%!CD)E.!423:5.!2*7!(=&(*.+$*!.+&(.0!!F+*4(-(6/!(38-24+*9!(,(-/!
:2-&!$%!&'+.!4$,(*2*&!+.!2!-(G5+-(3(*&!%$-!(3:6$/3(*&0!13:6$/((.!>'$!.+9*!&'+.!4$,(*2*&!
26.$!4$33+&!&'(3.(6,(.!&$!28+7(!8/!CD)!13:6$/3(*&!H$6+4+(.0!!CD)!>(64$3(.!266!
.&57(*&.!>'$!G526+%/!%$-!273+..+$*;!-(4$9*+B+*9!&'2&!*$&!266!2%%+-3!&'(!&'($6$9+426!,+(>.!
&'2&!2-(!,+&26!&$!&'(!)*+,(-.+&/E.!I'-+.&+2*!+7(*&+&/0!F&57(*&.!.+9*!&'+.!4$,(*2*&!>+&'!&'(!
4$33+&3(*&!&$!28+7(!8/!&'(!(=:(4&2&+$*.!4$*&2+*(7!>+&'+*!&'(!!"##$%&'()!"*+%,%';!2*7!
8/!423:5.!:$6+4+(.!:586+.'(7!+*!&'(!J427(3+4!I26(*72-!2*7!F&57(*&!K2*78$$L0!
!
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Resolution 1 
 
WHEREAS it is desirable to adopt common standards for law school curricula across the 
common law jurisdictions of Canada; 
  
WHEREAS the Law Society upholds the principles of the Human Rights Act; 
  
WHEREAS ending discrimination in the legal profession benefits the profession by enabling it to 
represent itself with integrity as an advocate for justice; 
  
WHEREAS discrimination in legal education undermines the ethical underpinnings of the legal 
profession; 
  
WHEREAS the existence of discrimination may contribute to an educational environment in 
which freedom of expression is inhibited; 
  
WHEREAS the formation of values in law school has a long-term impact on Canada's future 
lawyers; 
  
WHEREAS discrimination is not a recognized protected form of freedom of expression; 
  
NOTING the Final Report of the Task Force on the Canadian Common Law Degree; and 
  
NOTING Resolution 14-04-M of the Canadian Bar Association on Non-Discrimination in Legal 
Education; 
  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE RULES OF THE LAW SOCIETY BE AMENDED BY ADDING 
THE FOLLOWING AFTER SECTION 40: 
  
40.1 (1) Subject to subsection (2), the Executive may only approve for the purposes of 
paragraph 40(1)(c) of these rules and of subparagraph 18(2)(c)(i) of the Legal Profession Act, a 
law school that, in the opinion of the Executive: 
                   (a)     provides a curriculum of study that is substantially in conformity with  
   ��	�����������	����	�	���������	�������	��	�	��������
�����  
   Societies of Canada; and 
                   (b)     provides equal opportunity and equal treatment without    
   discrimination on the basis of any of the prohibited grounds of   
   discrimination enumerated in subsection 7(1) of the Human Rights  
    Act to applicants for admission, enrolled students, graduates, 
faculty,     employees and administrators. 
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2) The following are deemed to not be discriminatory for the purposes of paragraph 
(1)(a): 
                   (a)      any program, practice, rule or activity at a law school that, in the   
   opinion of the Executive, 
                                      (i)      has as its objective the amelioration of conditions of   
     disadvantaged individuals or groups,                      
                                      (ii)     achieves or is likely to achieve that objective, and 
                                      (iii)     does not perpetuate discrimination against other    
    disadvantaged individuals or groups; 

and 
                   (b)     any justified occupational requirement. 
  
          (3) Where the Executive becomes aware that a previously approved law school does not 
meet the criteria set out in subsection (1), the Executive shall immediately revoke the approval 
of the law school for the purposes of paragraph 40(1)(c) of these rules and of subparagraph 
18(2)(c)(i) of the Legal Profession Act. 
  
          (4) For further clarity, a revocation under subsection (3) is without prejudice to any person 
whose application for admission as a student-at-law has been approved by the Executive prior 
to the revocation. 
  
          (5) The Executive shall notify the membership of the Society of any approvals or 
revocations of approval of a law school. 
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